
Upgrade to the modern vivarium: digitally enabled & 

super energy/water efficient 



Why Critical Monitoring in the Vivarium?



Why Critical Monitoring in the Vivarium?

Animal Welfare

Research Integrity 

Legal Responsibility



Physiological Response = Disease or Disorder

↨
Behavioral Response = Stress Response

Factors Influencing Animal Physiology and Behavior



Factors Influencing Animal Physiology and Behavior



 Temperature

 Humidity

 Light

 Air Flow

 Differential Pressure

What needs to be monitored in a typical environment 
per The Guide?



Ventilation, Air Quality, Pressure

• A properly ventilated space must provide appropriate air quality 
and a stable environment for the animals

• Needs to maintain a healthy and comfortable environment for the 
human workers 

• Energy consumption is a major factor for environmental 
considerations and cost
– The historically recommended rate of 10-15 is often more than 

necessary
– Levels of CO2, ammonia, airborne pathogens, odors, chemical 

contaminants and particulate matter can be controlled with lower 
ACH.

– Variable air exchange rates are becoming more widely acceptable 
and offer opportunities for energy savings resulting in ROI. 

– Centralizing the data point collection, reporting, alarming, and 
notifications specific to vivarium needs is important. 



Vivarium Specific Monitoring v. Building Management System 

Vivarium Specific BAS/BMS

System and data “owned and managed” by 
animal care group.

System is primarily owned and managed by 
the campus or organization

Records and archives support specialized 
research studies &/or regulatory needs

General recording not meant to support 
research studies

Sensors located in animal rooms Sensors located in ducts

Monitoring system is the automated, 
secondary "evaluation" mentioned in the 
Guide

Same system controls and monitors, 
false/drifting data point = incorrect 
environment

Access from any web enabled device Access and Control typically limited to 
house security/ facilities groups.

Alarm and notification flexibility and 
controlled by vivarium staff

One alarm usually goes to one person in 
security or physical plant area



Campus Solution



Vivarium Solutions
Maintain and Healthier Environment and Save Energy



What is Airside Efficiency?

Energy savings for many facilities

Unique, proven technology
650+ systems installed, 750+ sold

30,000 rooms/areas sensed 

80+ Vivarium systems installed  & 300+ Laboratory systems installed
• Dynamic control of air changes 

Offices, Healthcare, Education, Assembly
• DCV, Differential enthalpy, dew point sensing

Next generation sensing platform
Energy & environment information 
Not a building control system - Integrates with building/lab controls

Simplifies building sensing
More reliable concept w/ less sensors
Reduces & out sources maintenance



A high IEQ and energy savings 
are simultaneously delivered.
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Often ACH is more than 
twice what is needed 
when cages are clean

2x

Based on annual usage of 3,000 
CFM

$15k/yr

The macro environment is often 
way over ventilated.



With airside efficiency the amount 
of particles is understood, helping 
to minimize allergy risk and 
ammonia build up is limited. 



+

Reporting MonitoringSensor & Hardware 
Assurance

Enablement Tools

Innovative and Proven

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Centralized sensors measure multiplex air samplesCost effectiveHigher quality sensorsGreater accuracyEasier to maintain



HOLDING 
ROOM

PROCEDURE 
ROOM

LAB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Reporting

 Energy Data
 Ventilation Performance
 IEQ Information
 Operational Performance

Dynamic insight beyond spreadsheets or 
traditional reports



Midwest University Vivarium Energy Savings



Vivarium - TVOC Event Information



• Ensure proper environmental conditions
• Notify you if IEQ conditions go out of range
Health related: ammonia & potential allergens
 Comfort related: temperature & humidity 

• Provide guidance on cage change frequency

• Document comfort and IEQ conformance for accreditation 
and research purposes

• All while saving energy…

DVM: Airside efficiency will help you
Airside 

efficiency helps 
safeguard the 
animals and 

care givers in my 
facility.

Head Vet



Presenter
Presentation Notes
2014 Houston Business Journal award for commercial realestate.  The win designates the HBSB as an official Houston Landmark. 





The undulating precast 
concrete façades use light, 
reflection, and shadow to 
catch the sun as it plays 
across each building’s 
surface….



....transforming the exterior 
into a dynamic display that 
changes depending on 
time of day and sun angle.
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• What drove University of 
Houston to implement 
airside efficiency in the 
vivarium?

1. Construction cost
• Eliminate one air handler 

and instillation cost
2. Long term energy cost 

savings. 

Health and Biomedical Science
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SR2 vs Average home HVAC
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HVAC COMPARISON

TOTAL CFM Square Footage

LAB HOME

Lab Home

TOTAL CFM 51,876 1,600

Square Footage 23,056 2,000

Total homes based
on square footage 

11.528 1

TOTAL Homes that 
could be cooled

33 1



Why 10-15 air Changes per hour? 
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First air flow recommendations

• 1938 
• recirculating air ventilation system providing at least 20% fresh air per 

change
• 11 ACH was necessary to reduce odors to a “satisfactory” level in a 

rudimentary animal room housing rats and guinea pigs.
• Munkelt F. 1938. Odor control in animal laboratories. Heating Piping 

and Air conditioning 10:289-291. 
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OSHA says the Odor Threshold is between 5 and 50 ppm.

Ammonia
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Total volatile organic compounds

• below DCV flushing threshold 
• 99% of the time 
• <0.4ppm
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OSHA says the Odor Threshold is between 5 and 50 ppm.

Ammonia



1.9 Fresh Air 
Exchanges
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3 Air changes per hour
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10 Air changes per hour
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3.9 ACPH savings per year

• $4.60/cfm
• 40,000 ft2

• 10 ACPH = $93,519.00  
• 15 ACPH = $170,173.92  



AAALAC International Perspective 
on Performance Standards
Gary L Borkowski, DVM, MS, DACLAM
Senior Director



By the conclusion of this presentation, attendees will have:

• An improved appreciation of how AAALAC utilizes 
Performance Standards (PS)

• An understanding of how to develop and apply and update PS

• Gained an understanding of The Guide HVAC expectations 
and options for animal facilities





Outline

• Overview

• Performance Standards

• Program Description

• Guide

• Conclusions



Kahoot

• 2 ways to play:
• Computer – https://kahoot.it
• Mobile device – download app

• To Play
• Enter PIN (shown on next screen)
• Enter nickname
• Pick answer/shape (on your device) that matches right answer (on the screen)

https://kahoot.it/


P6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-The Guide (p12-13) - The body of literature related to animal science and use of animals is constantly evolving, requiring Programs to remain current with the information and best practices.



Performance Standards (PS)

• P7 - Ideally, engineering and performance standards are balanced, 
setting a target for optimal practices, management, and operations 
while encouraging flexibility and judgment, if appropriate, based on 
individual situations (Gonder et al. 2001).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Ag Guide and Guide refer to “Performance Standards” about 15 times each *Our FAQ page has 16 instances of “Performance Standard” *From Guide preface: important new research findings might wait more than a decade before being reflected in recommended practice.*From Guide Overview: Further, in light of many comments submitted to the Committee requesting more information on performance goals and how to achieve them, rodent breeding recommendations are accompanied by substantial guidance.*From Guide Overview: Chapter 5 provides detailed discussion of centralized versus decentralized animal facilities and introduces the concept of variable-volume HVAC systems with a nod toward energy conservation and efficiency.*The Guide – by necessity is a backward-looking document



Performance standards define the outcome in detail and provide 
measurable criteria for assessing whether the outcome is achieved. As 
noted in the 2011 Guide, the performance approach "requires 
professional input, sound judgment, and a team approach to achieve 
specific goals." Research in laboratory animal management and science 
provides new information which should be used to update the 
performance standards used at an institution.

From: Frequently Asked Questions
A. AAALAC International’s Assessment Process

1. AAALAC International’s 3 Primary Standards
2. AAALAC International’s Application of Performance Standards

AAALAC encourages institutions to make animal care and use 
determinations based on regulatory and funding requirements, overlaid 
with a performance approach that enhances animal welfare and quality 
science.



How do I set and use PS

 With the advent of new scientific information and new technology, there
are situations where new methods or procedures not described in the
Guide may be available and result in equal or greater welfare for the
animals involved.

 In all cases where practices deviate from Guide standards, AAALAC
expects each IACUC/OB to establish an ongoing, documentable, site
specific, data driven approach for approval and monitoring of exceptions
to the Guide.

From: Program-wide IACUC/OB exceptions FAQ



Idea for new PS

WDSLL

Develop plan Perform 
test(s)

Collect data

Analyze 
data

Present to 
IACUC/OB

Implement new 
system

Re-evaluate as 
necessary

Performance
Standard
Flow Diagram

What Does
Success
Look Like?

Approval



1963 Guide - Where did we start?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*2 pages on personnel/training*11 pages on Physical Plant“Effective ventilation is necessary to maintain a low concentration of atmospheric contaminants such as odors or pathogenic organisms, to regulate room temperature, and to promote comfort.”



Ventilation & Air Quality – The Guide (p46)

• 10-15 ACH…acceptable guideline…

• Modern HVAC systems (e.g. VAV) allow ventilation rates to 
be set in accordance with heat load and other variables.

• These systems offer considerable advantages with respect 
to flexibility and energy conservation…



HVAC – The Guide (p.139)

• Essential to provide environmental and space pressurization control
• Temperature
• Relative humidity
• Pressurization

• Should be designed for:
• Reliability
• Ease of maintenance
• Energy conservation
• Meet requirements for animals
• Flexible & adaptable



Guide – p139
• “Constant-volume systems have been most commonly used in animal 

facilities, but variable-volume (VAV) systems may offer design and 
operational advantages, such as allowing ventilation rates to be set in 
accordance with heat loads and other variables.”

• “These systems offer considerable advantages with respect to 
flexibility and energy conservation.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VAV = Variable Air Volume (a valve that can be used in a DCV system) – refers to the HVAC system’s capability to supply air at the same temperature but at a different flow rate.    DCV = Demand Control Ventilation



Overview/Executive Summary



PD – Detailed Information

From Instructions



Thank you!
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